Certificate of Huawei Ready Compatibility
AGA Group Sdn Bhd 's

BA3 (Big Analysis, Big Answers, Best Actions) V3.0
In accordance with the Requirements and
Recommendations for Huawei Ready Compatibility,
Huawei IT Open Lab hereby awards the label of Huawei Ready with

FusionServer X6800 (With XH622 V3 Server Node)
as of April 5 of 2016

NO: QTA15CHNOthers16040514KNA

Director, IT Open Lab
Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.

Attachment
This certificate is issued by Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as “HUAWEI”) to AGA Group Sdn Bhd (hereinafter referred
to as “Partner”), the details of which are as follows:
1. According to this certificate, HUAWEI hereby grants Partner a non-exclusive and non-transferable license to Partner to use its trademark
and authentication mark(hereinafter referred to “The Mark”), the specimens of which are set in the certificate that are an integral part of this
certificate, under the following terms:
1) Scope of Authorized Use:
The Mark can only be used to prove partner’s product(s) which is set in certificate have passed compatibility testing with Huawei
product(s).
2) Territory of Authorized Use: Marketing materials.
3) Term of Authorized Use: 3(Three) years since issued.
4) Ways of Use:
When using The Mark, Partner should use the exact specimens set in certificate without doing any kind of modifications to it.
2. Partner should use The Mark exactly as stated above and any use of The Mark beyond the authorized scope should obtain HUAWEI’s prior
written consent.
3. The Mark remains the property of HUAWEI. Nothing in this certificate shall be construed as granting any expressed or implied rights under

intellectual property right of HUAWEI to Partner other than the limited right set forth in this certificate.
4. This certificate shall come into effect as of the date of signature of the duly authorized representative from HUAWEI.

Specimen of trademark and authentication mark:
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